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SOT GOVERNOR - COVER TOP W/SCHOOL, EXT'S.1053 @ MARK 43:38 & FLAG & MARK 2 @ 43:49CG - BANNER         SCHOOL       CONSTRUCTION

(SOT MARTIN O'MALLEY)
'We had allowed ourselves to fall way behind in terms of what we invest in school construction, school renovations, and new schools. The result was, more and more of our children were going to school in temporary learning shacks.'
COVER W/EXT. PAN FROM LETTERING 1216

(narrator track)
no learning shack this.


brand-new germantown elementary in 
GOV SIGNS AUTOGRAPHS

annapolis drew the governor --
CAM CUT HALLWAY

local news crews -- 
NAT FULL 1103CG - JANUARY 10, 2012         ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND

(nat full -- offcam)
'let's see that autograph ... ho!'
HOLDING SHOT

(narrator track)
-- school officials and lawmakers.
NAT FULL 1108

(nat full teacher)
'you guys have a whole container with a bunch of things on your desk...'
SHOT OF KIDS

(narrator track)
today students study matter.
NAT FULL 1109

(nat full)
'What we're trying to figure out -- what makes that stuff around us?'
1108 GIRL W/HAND IN AIR -- & BOY CU & WS 1104 @ MARK

(narrator track)
THEY ANSWER QUESTIONS WITH HANDHELD QUIZ MACHINES -- 
NAT FULL 1110

(nat full teacher)
'What is maaa-ter?
LAWMAKERS & GOVERNOR

(NARRATOR TRACK)
AND THE ADULTS TRY TO KEEP UP.


BUT WHAT MATTERS ON THIS DAY IS THE MASSIVE INFUSION OF CASH THE GOVERNOR HOPES TO PUSH THROUGH THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY -- TO HELP BUILD AND RENOVATE SCHOOLS.
NAT FULL GOVERNOR 1134 @ MARK

(NAT FULL GOVERNOR)
'We will be asking the General Assembly to approve a 372-million dollar investment in school construction.' (claps)
SOT GOVERNORCG - MARTIN O'MALLEY         (D) GOVERNOR, MARYLAND

(sot governor)
'We've been steadily catching up with that backlog of school construction -- that supports jobs in the construction trade, and it also gives kids modern classrooms where they can improve their own abilities -- and we've seen our test scores rise at the same time that we've invested more.'
NAT TEACHER 1110 @ 2ND MARK

(nat full)
'What are some things that you said that were matter?'
SHOT OF CLASSROOM

(narrator track)
teacher heather joo-stin-ee-ahn-ee says new technology engages her students.
SOT HEATHER GIUSTINIANICG - HEATHER GIUSTINIANI         TEACHER, 4TH GRADE

(sot heather giustiniani)
'It appeals more to what they know. They know video games, they know apps, they know touch-screens and that's what we have.'
SOT BERNIE SADUSKYCG - BERNIE SADUSKY         MARYLAND SCHOOLS SUP'T., INTERIM

(sot bernie sadusky)
'If you look statewide, there is a need in every one of our school districts, to either renovate a school, or to add additional square footage through new construction.'
NEW STAGE 

(narrator track)
a gleaming new stage -- 
NAT FULL STUDENT 

(nat full)
'Annnnd ACTION!'
HOLDING VIDEO

(NARRATOR TRACK)
A SPARKLING CAFETERIA -- AND EVEN A ROCK CLIMBING WALL -- LIFT GERMANTOWN TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL.
SOT JULIE RICECG - JULIE RICE         KINDERGARTEN TEACHER

(SOT JULIE RICE)
'And if a child can find, and if we can help him find their passion, then they can be lifelong learners. And isn't that what our world would love to have!'
GOV GETS PICTURE TAKEN

(narrator track)
in annapolis, this is msde tv.




